Storyteller: It’s hot and sunny. Colin the caterpillar sees his friends.
Colin: Hello, Ladybird ... Hello, Butterfly ... Hello, Snail ... Hello, Bee.
All: Hello, Colin!
Ladybird: Let’s play hide and seek!
Colin: Good idea!
All: Yes. Hurray!
Hide and seek

Colin: Close your eyes, Ladybird!
Ladybird: Yes. One ... two ... three ... four ... five. Are you ready?
All: No! No!
Ladybird: One ... two ... three ... four ... five. Are you ready now?
All: Yes!
Ladybird: I can see you, Snail!
Ladybird: I can see you, Butterfly!
Hide and seek

Ladybird: I can see you, Bee!
**Hide and seek**

**Ladybird:** Where’s Colin?

**Snail:** I don’t know.

**Ladybird:** Where’s Colin?

**Butterfly:** I don’t know.

**Ladybird:** Where’s Colin?

**Bee:** I don’t know.
1 Hide and Seek

Ladybird: Colin!
Bee: Colin!
Butterfly: Colin!
Snail: Colin!
Ladybird: Where’s Colin?
Hide and seek

Colin: Here!
The magic elf

Storyteller: This is Danny. And this is Danny’s robot. Danny’s robot is old. Danny is sad.

Danny: I want a new robot.
Storyteller: Suddenly a magic elf appears. Tripilee!
Elf: I can help!
Danny: Oh, great! Can I have a new robot, please?
Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!
Elf: Jump. Turn around.
Close your eyes.
One, two, three.
Surprise, surprise!
Tripilee!
The magic elf

Elf: Here you are! Oh, dear.
Danny: It's a ball, not a robot. Can I have a robot, please?
Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!
The magic elf

Elf: Jump. Turn around.
Close your eyes.
One, two, three.
Surprise, surprise!
Tripilee!
Here you are! Oh, dear.

Danny: It’s a car, not a robot. Can I have a robot, please?
Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!
Elf: Jump. Turn around.
Close your eyes.
One, two, three.
Surprise, surprise!
Tripilee!
Here you are! Oh, dear.

Danny: Oh, it’s a bike, not a robot. I want my old robot.
Oh, can I have my old robot, please?

Elf: Oh, yes. No problem!
The magic elf

Elf:
Jump. Turn around.
Close your eyes.
One, two, three.
Surprise, surprise!
Tripilee!
The magic elf

Elf: Oh, yes! Phew! Here you are!
Danny: Oh, great! It’s my robot! My fantastic old robot!
Hello, robot. Oh, thank you!
Storyteller: Danny is very happy now. And the elf is very happy too.
Storyteller: Alex, Ben and Emma are at Katy’s house. Alfie, the dog, is at Katy’s house too. There’s one chocolate cake on the plate.

Katy: Do you want the chocolate cake?
Alex: Yes, please. Oh, not you, Alfie!
Katy: Do you want the chocolate cake?
Ben and Emma: Mmm. Yes, please. Oh, not you, Alfie!
Katy: Oh, dear. Everyone wants the cake!
Alex: I know. Let’s play a game. The winner eats the cake.
Are you ready?
Ben, Emma and Katy: Yes!
Alex: First one to touch your toes!
All: Me!
Storyteller: And they all touch their toes together.
Ben: First one to touch your ears!
All: Me!
Storyteller: And they all touch their ears together.
3 Touch your toes!

Katy: First one to touch your nose!
All: Me!
Storyteller: And they all touch their nose together.
Touch your toes!

Emma: First one to count to five!
All: One, two, three, four, five. Me!
Storyteller: And they all count to five together.
Alex: First one to close your eyes!
All: Me!
Storyteller: And they all close their eyes together.
Touch your toes!

Storyteller: And Alfie, the dog, eats the cake!
Ben: The cake!
Alex and Emma: Oh, no!
Katy: Oh, Alfie!
Alfie: Woof, woof.
Run, run, run!

**Storyteller:** The giraffe is eating leaves from a tall tree.
Munch, munch, munch.
But look ... the lion is coming!
Run, run, run!

Mouse: Giraffe! The lion is coming. Run, run, run!
Giraffe: Munch, munch, munch.
Mouse: Oh, dear. Giraffe can’t hear.
Story card 3

Run, run, run!

Storyteller: Here’s the zebra. Maybe he can help.
Mouse: Hello, Zebra. Stop! The lion is coming. Please tell Giraffe.
Zebra: Yes, of course. Giraffe! The lion is coming. Run, run, run!
Giraffe: Munch, munch, munch.
Zebra: Oh, dear. Giraffe can’t hear.
Storyteller: Here’s the elephant. Maybe he can help.
Zebra: Hello, Elephant. Stop! The lion is coming. Please tell Giraffe.
Elephant: Yes, of course. Giraffe! The lion is coming. Run, run, run!
Giraffe: Munch, munch, munch.
Elephant: Oh, dear. Giraffe can’t hear.
Run, run, run!

**Storyteller:** Here’s the parrot. Maybe he can help.

**Elephant:** Hello, Parrot. Stop! The lion is coming. Please tell Giraffe.

**Parrot:** Yes, of course. That’s easy! I can fly!
Run, run, run!

**Storyteller:** The parrot flies to the top of the tree.
Parrot:  Giraffe! The lion is coming. Run, run, run!
Storyteller:  The giraffe can hear now.
Giraffe:  Oh, thank you, Parrot.
Run, run, run!

**Storyteller:** Here’s the lion. And all the animals run - just in time!
Storyteller: Jenny, Sam and Kim go to the Wonder School for Witches.
Jenny:  I’m hungry!
Sam:    I’m hungry!
Kim:    Me, too!
Jenny: I know! Let’s make a sandwich!
Sam and Kim: Yes! The sandwich spell!
Jenny: Do you like cheese?
Sam and Kim: Yes!
Jenny: Do you like ham?
Sam and Kim: Yes!
Jenny: Are you ready? One ... two ... three ...
5 The enormous sandwich

Jenny, Sam and Kim: Abracadabra! Sandwich spell.
Jenny: I like cheese and ham as well.
Sam and Kim: Mmm. Delicious!
Jenny, Sam and Kim: Abracadabra! Sandwich spell.
Sam: I like eggs and tomatoes as well.
Jenny and Kim: Mmm. Delicious!
5 The enormous sandwich

Jenny, Sam and Kim: Abracadabra! Sandwich spell.
Kim: I like chicken and lettuce as well.
Jenny and Sam: Mmm. Delicious!
Jenny: Look!
Kim: Wow!
Sam: Fantastic!
Jenny, Sam and Kim: Incredible!
Story card 7

5 The enormous sandwich

Sam: Look at the sandwich!
Kim: It’s enormous.
Jenny: I’m hungry.
Sam: I’m hungry, too.
Kim: Me, too!
**The enormous sandwich**

Jenny: Let’s eat the sandwich now!
Sam: Yes. Come on.
Jenny: Mmm, cheese ... Mmm, ham ...
Sam: Mmm, eggs ... Mmm, tomatoes ...
Kim: Mmm, chicken ... Mmm, lettuce ...
Jenny, Sam and Kim: Mmm. Delicious!
Storyteller: This is the house of the three bears.
Mummy bear: Here’s your soup, Baby bear!
Baby bear: Ooh. It’s very hot!
Daddy bear: Let’s go for a walk!
Mummy bear: Good idea!
Storyteller: Daddy bear, Mummy bear and Baby bear go for a walk.
Baby bear: Hurray! This is great.
Daddy bear: Come on, Baby bear.
Baby bear: Yes.
Storyteller: This is Goldilocks. Goldilocks goes to the house of the bears.
Goldilocks: Oh, what a beautiful house! Mmm, soup! I’m hungry!
The three bears

**Goldilocks:** This bowl is big. Yuk. The soup is horrible!
This bowl is small. Yuk. The soup is horrible!
This bowl is tiny. Mmm. The soup is great!
The three bears

Goldilocks: This chair is big. It’s horrible!
            This chair is small. It’s horrible!
            This chair is tiny. Mmm. It’s great!
Goldilocks: I’m sleepy. This bed is big. It’s horrible!
This bed is small. It’s horrible!
This bed is tiny. Mmm. It’s great!
Story card 7

The three bears

Storyteller: Goldilocks goes to sleep.
The three bears come back to their house.

Baby bear: Ohhh! Look, Mummy! Look, Daddy!

Mummy bear and Baby bear: It’s Goldilocks!

Baby bear: Wake up, Goldilocks!
Story card 8

The three bears

Goldilocks: Oh, no!
Storyteller: Goldilocks runs and runs and runs.
Baby bear: Wait Goldilocks! Please stay and play!
Storyteller: But Goldilocks runs away.